FOAM BUMPER PADS for HOTEL CARTS
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

BOING 4000 - Instant Adhesive (Super Glue)
Do not use Silicone or other adhesives - as they will not bond adequately
Tools/Equipment: Duct Tape + Cleaning Rag + Sandpaper + Sharp Knife + Solvent
Warning: Do not glue your fingers together with the adhesive!!

Installation Slim “C” Corner Strips
Preparation
1. Lightly sand the existing hard rubber bumper to improve adhesion (remove any old or peeling paint)
2. Thoroughly clean the hard rubber bumper and metal frame with Solvent to remove all residue (including fingerprints). Let dry
3. Wipe the inside of the “ C” shaped Foam Strip with Solvent to remove any residue. Let dry
4. OPTION: Notch Curved Corner Section
- w here you have a sharp corner, you may need to notch the edges of the
Slim “C” Strip where they go around the corner to prevent buckling
- we do not have “pre-formed” corners
- c utting these notches will help the strip lie down flatter around the curves

5. Apply very thin film of Boing 400 adhesive or SuperGlue to the inside of the Foam Strip
- Do NOT put too much adhesive or it will not dry!!!!!
- Ensure the adhesive is also along outer edges.
- Start at one end of the strip near the middle of the cart.
- Apply adhesive to the first 6 inches - let it set (average one minute).
- After “anchoring” the first part of the strip continue with adhesive 12" at a time
- lift up and put back the strip to help spread the adhesive
- press down and hold to ensure proper bond
6. Continue the same way with the second Foam Strip starting from the same spot, but going in the opposite direction
7. Use “Duct Tape” as needed to temporarily hold the Foam Strips in place

- For larger c arts, there may be a small gap left over.
- Cut, and ins ert the “gap filler” strip into the space

8. After 5 minutes, carefully remove any duct tape
9. If you missed a spot you can go back and do touch-ups with the adhesive

SOLVENT: Mineral Spirits or Laquer Thinner or Acetone
For “cured” adhesive, use a product such as
Loctite X-MNS

Other Padding products available for different shaped carts
Quantity of these strips will depend on dimensions of cart
Follow the same “basic” installation instructions as
above for the slim “C” strips

Slim V - 72"

Flat Pad - 39.4"

Basic Strip - 39.4"

2-D Mini

3-D Jumbo Corner

Air Corner

CLEANING & MAINTENANCE:
Use any general household cleaner + soft cloth
Do not use harsh abrasive scrubbing agents
Do not use strong chemicals like Citrus spray or Bleach
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